On the effect of preload and pre-stretch on hemodynamic simulations: an integrative approach.
In this work, we address the simulation of three-dimensional arterial blood flow and its effect on the stress state of arterial walls. The novel contribution is the unprecedented combination of several modeling techniques to account for (1) the fact that known configurations for the arterial wall are in a preloaded state, (2) the compliance of the vessel segments, (3) proper boundary data over the non-physical interfaces resulting from the isolation of an arterial district from the rest of the arterial tree, (4) the presence of surrounding tissues in which the vessel is embedded and (5) residual stress state due to pre-stretch. Firstly, we formulate both the forward mechanical problem when the reference (zero-load) configuration is assumed to be known and, the preload problem arising when the known domain is a configuration at equilibrium with a certain load state (typically due to internal pressure and tethering forces). Then, two additional complexities are faced: the fluid-structure interaction problem that follows when the compliant vessels are coupled with the blood flow, and the introduction of non-physical boundaries coming from the artificial isolation of the arterial district from the original vessel. This, in turn, posses the problem of coupling dimensionally heterogeneous models to incorporate the effect of upstream and downstream systemic impedances. Additionally, a viscoelastic support on the external surface of the vessel is also incorporated. Two examples are presented to quantify in a physiologically consistent scenario the differences in simulation results when either considering or not the preload state of arterial walls. These computational simulations shed light on the validity of simplifying hypotheses in most hemodynamic models.